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Existing sleep-tracking apps and devices provide simple descriptive statistics or generic recommendations for everyone. In
this work, we aim to leverage cohort-based sleep data to provide recommendations to improve an individual’s sleep. We report
a 4-week study (N = 39) conducted to compare three alternatives: 1) no recommendation, 2) general recommendation, and 3)
cohort-based recommendation, using six sleep quality metrics. For the cohort-based recommendation, recommendations were
generated based on “similar users” using about 40 million sleep events from Microsoft Band users. Our results indicate that
cohort-based systems for health recommendations can prompt a desire for behavior change inspired by social comparison
and increased awareness about sleep habits. However, in order to be effective, such systems need to establish their credibility
and to be able to generate cohorts based on features that are important to users. Finally, we provide further suggestions and
design implications for future cohort-based recommendation systems for healthy sleep.
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1

INTRODUCTION

According to a study by the National Sleep Foundation, 45% of Americans say that poor or insufficient sleep
affected their daily activities at least once in the past seven days [1]. However, people might not know exactly how
to improve their sleep habits, and prior studies have shown that they are receptive to sleep-related suggestions [27].
The most common suggestion for improving sleep is to follow the generic sleep hygiene guidelines, such as
“sleep 7–9 hours” or “avoid caffeine close to bedtime” [3, 4]. While these guidelines may be helpful for the overall
population, they fail to acknowledge individual differences and thus might be inappropriate or even detrimental to
an individual’s sleep. For example, chronotypes [51], the characterization of a person’s tendency to wake up early
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or feel refreshed when they go to sleep late and wake up late, are not typically incorporated in recommendations.
Furthermore, even when people are aware of these recommendations, they often do not adhere to them [44].
There are two major approaches for improving sleep: (1) an obtrusive and expensive overnight study, used for
diagnosing major sleep disorders, and (2) a broad selection of sleep tracking mobile apps and devices that provide
mainly summary statistics. While the former provides detailed personalized recommendations for improvement,
the latter, albeit being more affordable and widely accessible, pay little attention to individual sleep patterns. On
the other hand, systems that use only one individual’s data are prone to over-fitting and omit valuable context
that can be found in other people’s sleep patterns.
Bridging these approaches, we build on current sleep-tracking methods to leverage data both from each
individual and from similar users to provide actionable cohort-based recommendations. Using a collaborativefiltering technique, we identify a cohort for each participant, using a large real-world dataset. We conducted
a 4-week study (N = 39), collecting six sleep quality metrics and exit questionnaires from three groups of
participants who either received: (1) no recommendation, (2) a general recommendation, or (3) a cohort-based
recommendation. We aimed to answer the following research questions: (1) How can we build off of existing
collaborative-filtering frameworks to generate cohort-based recommendations for sleep, given a large dataset of
other users?, (2) What are the limitations of recommendations based on collaborative-filtering that surface when
people are asked to follow them in their everyday life?, and (3) While grounding our work in existing theory,
what design hypotheses can we provide for future systems to overcome these limitations?
The main contribution of this work is the empirical study investigating the effectiveness of cohort-based
recommendations by applying collaborative-filtering techniques to the domain of sleep research and leveraging a
unique, large-scale real-world dataset. We performed a thematic analysis on the data to learn what makes cohortbased recommendations helpful or not helpful, and we identified design hypotheses for the future cohort-based
sleep recommendations. We found that users prefer to be given more control over what their cohorts are based
on, and that in order to provide helpful suggestions the recommender system should be able to take into account
user’s constraints related to their occupation, schedule, and lifestyle.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Automatic Sleep Monitoring
To diagnose severe sleep disorders and receive detailed suggestions for improvement, people need to undergo an
overnight polysomnography study in a sleep clinic [2]. However, these studies cannot detect occasional sleep
problems, and sleep in clinics may not be representative of in situ. The alternative sleep-tracking apps and devices,
such as Microsoft Band and FitBit, employ actigraphy techniques [34, 47, 54]: they infer sleep and wake states
based on accelerometer-detected movement. While these trackers have shortcomings such as limited battery life,
non-standardized accuracy, and discomfort [39], research shows that one in 10 Americans owns one [40]. Our
study participants used one of these devices, the Microsoft Band 2, to track their sleep over a 4-week period.
Previous sleep studies using smartphones and other devices outside of the regular polysomnography labs
have focused mainly on developing systems for detecting sleep and predicting sleep quality. For example, Toss
‘n’ Turn uses smartphone-collected data to train classifiers [45], and iSleep uses smartphone microphone data
to detect sleep events [31]. Other systems use various smartphone sensors to detect the total number of hours
slept by a user; existing literature reports that accelerometer data is the best feature to estimate sleep duration
accurately [19]. While a smartphone app usually does not require any additional hardware, we chose to use the
Microsoft Band for this study as it gave users the opportunity to also track daily exercise.
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2.2

Non-Clinical Sleep Studies to Support Healthy Sleep Behaviors

Some non-clinical sleep studies focus on evaluating their systems based on the behavior change of users, but
Klasnja et al. [38] argue a better focus for early stage HCI technologies would be on the users’ experiences
with the system. Thus, in our work, we focused on the analysis of the end-of-study qualitative questionnaires
that participants completed. This method is in line with previous studies, which use qualitative feedback from
participants to evaluate their systems. Lullaby [36], for example, uses temperature, light, audio and motion
sensors to collect data and lets users look through graphs for trends in their sleep quality. Somnometer [56] even
allows users to share sleep information with others. Previous research also points out that it is important to
design technology that helps people become more mindful of their sleep, while not imposing impossible sleep
goals [21]. To evaluate SleepTight [22], for example, the researchers conducted a four-week study, to determine
whether the system with the widgets enabled a higher sleep diary compliance rate than the one without. Our
work employed a similar framework by evaluating the effect on sleep of two types of recommendations and a
control condition with no recommendations.

2.3

Sleep Recommendations

Prior work shows that self-tracking and suggestions combined can improve sleep [26]. However, it is unclear how
the few systems that provide recommendations even generate them. Fitbit and Jawbone’s insights are limited to
general trends and comparisons of the user’s sleep to that of others of similar age and gender. However, none of
these trackers provide actionable recommendations that have been shown effective for people similar to the user.
Notably, two systems have been developed to provide actionable sleep recommendations beyond simple
summary insights. ShutEye [12] focuses on displaying sleep hygiene guidelines on a user‘s mobile phone home
screen. However, these guidelines are based on the general population and might neglect individual differences like
those between different age groups [4]. SleepCoacher, on the other hand, provides personalized recommendations
based on the framework of self-experiments [27]. SleepCoacher users tracked sleep with a smartphone application
and received recommendations based on correlations within their own data. This approach did not use information
from other users that might provide helpful insights or motivation for improving someone’s sleep.

2.4

User-Focused Recommender Systems

To provide cohort-based recommendations, this work employs a recommender system developed to identify groups
of similar users. The approach of making predictions or recommendations about a user based on data from other
users is known as collaborative filtering [50]. Collaborative filtering is most often based on ‘neighborhood models,’
in which the unknown ratings from a user are estimated based on ratings from similar users [50]. Neighborhood
models are popular because of their simplicity and the intuitive reasoning behind their recommendations [50].
Another benefit, in relation to sleep, is that given the right parameters, these models can be used to generate
a recommendation for new users [50], even before any actual sleep tracking data has been recorded. Our
cohort-based approach is a type of a neighborhood model, and thus can be further fine-tuned and improved.
Pu and Chen’s user-centric framework for evaluating recommender systems emphasizes the need for minimizing the interaction effort for the user while producing useful and trustworthy recommendations in a transparent
way [48]. To address this need, some recommender systems focus on getting users’ feedback in order to better
understand their preferences and provide more accurate recommendations. In particular, a critique-based recommendation system first suggests a few options based on users’ current preferences. Then, the user critiques those
suggestions, and then the system generate new ones based on the critiques [18]. Such systems help users build a
preference profile, but they rely on the content and are task-specific [33]. Alternatively, studies have shown that
users are more satisfied when they are given the chance to directly manipulate the attributes as in [14, 33].
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In our study, we chose to focus on collaborative filtering techniques to elicit actionable sleep recommendations
based on the data from other users. However, future work could explore how critiquing-based systems can
provide recommendations that incorporate users’ preferences. We discuss this notion further in Section 7.

2.5

Health Recommender Systems

Health recommender systems have been focused on personal health record systems (PHRS), which centralize
each person’s electronic health data and allow health professionals to access it [58]. PHRS contain too much
expert-oriented data, which leads to information overload for the regular user [66]. Thus, health recommender
systems have been developed to provide laymen-friendly information to users to better understand their own
data [64, 66, 67]. Even outside of PHRS, recommender systems have been used mainly for information filtering [55].
However, such systems have not been deployed in the domain of sleep.

3 METHOD
3.1 Dataset
Our dataset contained the real-world sleep records collected by the Microsoft Band (MS Band), a wrist-worn
fitness tracker, first released in 2014, followed by an updated hardware version in 2015. While there are a total
of 40 million sleep records, this study used data gathered between May 2016 and May 2017 (about 1 million
users). Overall, MS Band users were from diverse backgrounds, age ranges, gender, occupations, and nationalities.
Recent work by Althoff et al. shows that MS Band’s sleep data is representative for the general population as the
measurements match published sleep estimates [7]. In this study, we used the data only from users who reported
being between 18 and 65 years old, were between 50 and 80 inches tall, and weighed under 250 lbs. These criteria
are commonly used in sleep and exercise literature [62, 65]. Following similar studies, we also exclude any sleep
records with a duration of less than four hours or more than 12 hours [7, 63].
In order to estimate whether the user is asleep or awake, the MS Band uses internally validated proprietary
algorithms based on the 3-axis accelerometer, the gyroscope, and the optical heart rate sensor in the Band. Users
can manually start and stop sleep tracking by tapping the “Sleep” tile. Otherwise, their sleep is automatically
detected. The sleep measurements are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Duration: time spent in bed
Sleep Time: amount of time actually sleeping (different from time spent in bed)
Sleep Efficiency: ratio between duration and sleep time
Time to Fall Asleep
Number of Wakeups
Bed and Wake Times
Amount of Restful/Restless Sleep
Sleep Recovery Index

The Sleep Recovery Index is calculated via a proprietary algorithm. The value is between 0 and 100, and each
quartile is mapped to a score between 0 (“poor") and 3 (“optimal") based on sleep quality.
According to sleep literature, intense exercise for 30 minutes three times a week improves sleep [11]. Exercise
data including biking, running, and working out is also collected by the MS Band once users tap on the corresponding activity tile. The Band tracks heart rate using an optical sensor. We compute overall intensity of the
activity based on the rate of calories burned (using a proprietary algorithm).
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3.2

Study Design and Participants

We designed a between-subjects exploratory study to evaluate the effectiveness of cohort-based recommendations
and to learn how to make better cohort-based health recommendations in the future. We randomly assigned the
participants to one of three conditions. In condition 1, the control “no-recommendations,” participants tracked
their sleep every night for a month and received no recommendations. In condition 2, participants received a
general recommendation halfway through the study. In condition 3, participants also received a recommendation
halfway through the study, but it was personalized based on the cohort of similar users. In both conditions with
recommendations, participants were sent daily reminders for the last half of the study asking them to follow the
same recommendation every day. We describe the algorithm for generating recommendations in Section 4.
We recruited participants internally in a large software and services technology company from a pool of beta
testers. Due to the remote nature of the study, participants were distributed across the US. Only participants
who did not have a self-reported sleep disorder, who could track their sleep for at least 14 nights of the study,
who had access to a MS Band (version 1 or 2), and who were not traveling across timezones were allowed to
participate in the study. Traveling across timezones affects sleep patterns and causes jetlag, which can interfere
with sleep quality the results of the study [53].
In the initial recruitment email, we asked people to fill out a pre-study questionnaire. which was completed by
77 people. However, five of them were not allowed to participate because they self-identified as having a sleep
disorder. We gave out 13 replacement MS bands to the first 13 respondents who said that they either did not have
access to one or that theirs was broken. Halfway through the study, only 66 people had functional Bands sending
data to the database. Thus, only those people were assigned to one of the three conditions described above. They
had various occupations: engineers, program managers, managers, and others such as a sales executive and a
business analyst. In a way, this represented a controlled workplace-based cohort, but our investigation focused
on behavior- and demographic- based cohorts.

3.3

Study Procedure

The pre-study questionnaire had questions from the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) and the Pittsburgh Sleep
Quality Index (PSQI), both of which are commonly used in research studies to evaluate sleep quality [17, 35]. The
survey also included questions related to sleep quality and lifestyle.
Participants across all conditions were sent a daily email at the same time asking them to rate their sleep
quality between 1 and 5, with 5 being their best sleep ever and 1 being their worst sleep ever. Halfway through the
study, the participants in the two conditions with recommendations began to receive recommendations via email.
Their daily emails also included a question about whether they followed their recommendation on the previous
day. Each week, all participants were also asked through a questionnaire if anything unexpected happened that
week that might have affected their sleep, as well as how many times they exercised vigorously for at least 30
minutes. All the questions in the questionnaires are summarized in Table 1.
At the end of the study, participants filled out a questionnaire similar to the pre-study one, with questions
from the ESS and PSQI, and additional ones about the recommendations and their experiences during the study.

4 COHORT-BASED RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 Finding Users with Similar Profiles
To generate cohort-based recommendations, we first identified a cohort of users similar to each participant. Then,
we detected which dependent variable was affecting this cohort’s sleep the most.
4.1.1 Features for Cohort Selection. We collected the participants’ height, weight, and gender. Due to privacy
restrictions, we did not collect their age. According to the National Sleep Foundation, body mass index (BMI,
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Table 1. Questions asked in each of the four types of questionnaires.
Questionnaire

Questions

Pre-study questionnaire

Demographics, ESS, PSQI, other qualitative questions

Daily questionnaire

Sleep quality for previous night. If they received a recommendation: did they follow the recommendation (included a reminder
of what their recommendation was)

Weekly questionnaire

Did anything out of the ordinary happen, how many times did
they exercise this week

Post-study questionnaire

ESS, PSQI, other qualitative questions

calculated based on a person’s height and weight) plays a vital role in sleep quality, as obesity can cause
undiagnosed sleep-disordered breathing [6]. Previous studies have shown that gender differences also affect
sleep [16, 60]. We also asked participants about the average number of days per week they exercised vigorously
for 30 minutes or more. Previous research has shown that exercise affects sleep quality [57, 61]. While other
external factors such as caffeine consumption can affect sleep, we chose to focus on exercise because it can be
tracked with the MS Band. Lastly, we asked participants to rate their overall sleep quality between “very good,”
“fairly good,” “fairly bad,” and “very bad.” We calculated the average Sleep Recovery Index of each user in the
MS Band dataset and mapped the score to a scale of 0 to 3, matching the sleep quality rating from the study
participants. Thus, a score of 3 would map to “very good,” and 0 would be “very bad.” We also calculated the
average number of times per week each user exercised vigorously for at least 30 minutes. Thus, the features
used to identify a cohort of similar users were: height, weight, gender, number of days per week they exercised
vigorously for at least 30 minutes, and their overall sleep quality (as a proxy to the Sleep Recovery Score).
4.1.2 Nearest Neighbor Search. We used the features described above to identify a subset of users who had similar
demographic and habit profiles. This was achieved by a nearest neighbor search in k-dimensional space. First, we
constructed an anonymous k-d tree from all users using normalized versions of height, weight, gender, frequency
of exercise, and average sleep quality. Given the large number of users in our dataset, the height, weight, and
BMI of the nearest neighbors that our algorithm returned were almost identical to those of the study participant.
Future work can evaluate whether BMI is more effective in identifying appropriate nearest neighbors for specific
groups of users, such as those with a high BMI who are particularly susceptible to poor sleep [28].
Next, we used a fast nearest neighbor search library for Approximate Nearest Neighbor Searching (ANN) [46],
implemented in an R package called FNN [13], to identify users with similar profiles in the k-d tree. We experimented with a wide range of numbers (2 to 50) of nearest neighbors. We created a simple interface that took
as inputs the 5 variables we used for identifying the cohorts, and checked how long it took for our system to
return the set of nearest neighbors for each number between 2 and 50. While the MS Band dataset included
millions of sleep records, we wanted to use a small enough number that could be attained easily in future studies.
In case our cohort-based framework was successful, we wanted to make sure that it was reasonable enough
to be used in real-life scenarios where perhaps users input their information in an online system and get a
recommendation in real time. We found that N = 5 is optimal for real time scenarios (based on performance
and quality considerations) and N = 30 for offline recommendations in this study. We picked 30 because that
is a common sample size used in user studies, and generally leads to the possibility of a more robust statistical
analysis for N ≥ 30.
4.1.3 Selecting the Recommendation. Once we had identified each participant’s cohort of nearest neighbors, we
determined which recommendation would be most appropriate. To do so, we calculated the participant’s median
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Table 2. Template of the recommendation text in each of the four categories.
Category

Recommendation Text

Consistency

People are most affected by how consistently they go to bed and wake up. Doing both within half an
hour of a consistent time, including on weekends, could improve sleep. During the last two weeks,
you went to bed anywhere between XB pm and YB am, with ZB pm as the most common. You woke
up between XW am and YW am, with ZW am as the most common.

Winding down

People are most affected by how much they relax before bed. Setting a comfortable pre-bedtime
routine, such as taking a warm bath or shower, or meditating, could improve sleep by making it
easier to fall asleep. People typically take MP minutes to fall asleep. Typically, it takes you MY
minutes to fall asleep.

Exercise

People are most affected by how much they exercise. You said you exercised X times per week.
Exercising for at least 30 minutes three times a week could improve sleep. But vigorous exercise
close to bedtime may cause difficulty falling asleep.

Duration

People are affected by how much they sleep at night. They typically slept HP hours and MP minutes.
During the last two weeks, you typically slept for HY hours and MY minutes.

value for each dependent variable, and looked for its quartile rank among the values of the nearest neighbors (a
low rank meant that this participant was doing worse than most of his/her neighbors). The dependent variables
were (1) time to fall asleep, (2) number of wakeups per hour, (3) Sleep Recovery Index, and (4) sleep time.
Next, we selected the variable with the lowest rank to be the target of the recommendation. For example, if a
participant takes 34 minutes to fall asleep, but 34 minutes is worse than 90% of the neighbors, compared to the
other three variables which are comparatively worse than 20% of their neighbors, then their recommendation
would be geared towards changing something that affects the time to fall asleep.
Once the dependent variable was selected, we identified which of the following was affecting it the most: sleep
duration (the time spent in bed, but not necessarily asleep), consistency, exercise frequency, or heart rate. There
was a recommendation for each one of these options, as shown in Table 2. The user received the recommendation
for the option that had the highest effect towards improving the target variable. For example, continuing the
example from above, if a participant is doing the poorly on the time to fall asleep metric compared to their cohort,
we identified what factor is affecting the time to fall asleep of the cohort users the most. If it turned out to be
their bedtime consistency, we would send the participant the recommendation from the ‘consistency’ category.
In order to avoid confounding the effects of multiple recommendations, we only recommended one behavior
change to each participant. Halfway through the study, the participants received the first email with their
recommendation. Then, every day for the remaining two weeks, they received a reminder of the recommendation.
Previous studies show that such periodic prompts increase adherence [30]. Similar to previous studies [20, 27, 32],
the intervention consisted of a single behavior change, as it takes time for the change to have an effect on sleep
and to avoid confounding effect of multiple interventions. While the focus of our study was not on behavior
change, we wanted to design a study that maximized the benefit to the users in case the recommendation was
helpful and they followed its advice.

4.2

Text of the Recommendations

Previous work has shown that people prefer recommendations containing more details about their own sleep [27].
In this study, we selected four main recommendation categories based on the MS Band data. Table 2 shows the
text of each category (both recommendation conditions used the same template). ’Winding down’ refers to doing
something to relax before bed to let your body recognize that it is time to slow down.
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Table 3. The average number of nights tracked per condition, and average percentage difference in sleep time between
before and after the recommendation period per condition. The sleep time of the cohort-based recommendations condition
increased the most.
Condition

Before Rec.

After Rec.

Percentage Difference in Sleep Time

11
13
12

11
6
8

0.6%
0.2%
4.2%

No recommendations
General
Cohort-based

5

QUANTITATIVE SUMMARY

Sixty six participants were initially assigned across the three conditions. During the course of the study, 13 people
traveled across timezones and another 13 had less than 14 data points (this includes participants who had to stop
tracking because their Bands stopped working and there were no more replacements available). Thus, only 40
people completed the study and met our pre-defined inclusion criteria. We excluded one of them from analysis
because he did not track his sleep properly so he was missing some metrics.
Thus, we had 39 participants (8 female) for data analysis; 15 in “no recommendations,” 11 in “general recommendations,” and 13 in “cohort-based recommendations.” Given our small sample size and the dropout rate caused
by reasons such as travel and malfunctioning MS bands, we focus our analysis mainly on the qualitative feedback
from participants, and limit the details of the quantitative analysis.
We calculated summary statistics for the three conditions in six sleep metrics: (1) sleep time, (2) time to fall
asleep, (3) number of awakenings per hour, (4) subjective sleep quality, (5) ESS score, and (6) PSQI score. In the
general condition, an approximately even number of each recommendation was initially assigned to participants
at random. All the recommendations were derived from general sleep hygiene guidelines, so they were meant to
be helpful for the general public. We sent the participants in the general condition a random one to evaluate
whether the targeted cohort-based recommendation was more helpful than a general one. In the cohort-based
recommendations condition, participants received the recommendation that was thought to be most helpful
specifically for them, so the distribution of recommendation categories was not even like in the general condition.
However, the final number of participants in the two recommendation conditions was 24. Thirteen out of 22
participants completed the study in the cohort-based condition, while 11 out of 21 completed it in the general
condition. Given the small sample and exploratory nature of this study, we focus on the differences between the
cohort-based and the general condition, rather than breaking down the analysis per recommendation category.

5.1

Microsoft Band Data

Table 3 shows the number of nights tracked per condition. For the conditions with recommendations, we employed
a similar analysis procedure to SleepCoacher [27]: only the days that the participants said they followed the
recommendation were used for analysis, which explains the drop in the number of data points. It is worthwhile
to note that participants may have had troublesome days, making them unable to follow the recommendation,
and that stress would have affected their sleep. However, since our goal was to evaluate the effectiveness of
the cohort-based recommendations in comparison to that of the general ones, we are keeping the analysis as
consistent as possible, and excluding the days when they did not follow the recommendation in both conditions.
We used a t-test to determine the significance of the differences between the conditions. We had one hypotheses
for each of the four dependent variables: that each of the four dependent variables would be significantly improved
for the cohort-based recommendations condition compared to the those of the other two conditions. However,
while all four variables for the cohort-based condition improved the most, the differences were not significant
when we applied the Bonferonni correction to the 4 hypotheses.
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Sleep Time (hours)

7

6

5

4

Before recommendation
After recommendation
3

no recs

general

cohort-based

Fig. 1. Sleep time amounts per condition before and after the recommendation. While there was high variance, the three
groups were not significantly different before the recommendation. However, after the recommendation, cohort-based
recommendations resulted in longer sleep times.

Figure 1 shows the average sleep time for each condition before and after the recommendation. The condition
without any recommendations has the shortest sleep time, whereas the cohort-based recommendations one has
the longest sleep time. Furthermore, the highest percentage of people who increased their sleep time is in the
cohort-based recommendations condition (63%), along with the highest average percentage of improvement
(4.2%). In comparison, only 55% of people in the general condition and 53% of people in the no recommendations
condition increased their sleep time.

5.2

PSQI and ESS Sleep Measures

We collected the PSQI and ESS scores of participants both before and after the study. Initially, the scores between
the three conditions were not significantly different. A higher score on the PSQI (out of 21 points) and ESS (out
of 24 points) scales is interpreted as worse sleep, and thus a decrease reflects improvement when looking at
the change in these metrics. The PSQI scores of the no recommendations condition increased by 2.25 points
on average, compare to 1 point for general condition, and only 0.42 points for the personalized condition. We
summarize the changes of PSQI scores in Figure 2. However, both questionnaires are based on self-reported
sleep quality factors such as duration and latency. Previous studies have indicated that people report higher
awareness of their habits when they start self-tracking [22, 27, 41]. Therefore, these results might indicate that
participants were more conscious of their sleep patterns when filling out the end-of-study questionnaire, causing
their worsened sleep scores.

6

QUALITATIVE FINDINGS

In addition to the data collected by the MS Band and the ESS & PSQI questionnaires, participants provided
written responses in the post-study questionnaire. We adopted an inductive approach to analyze the responses by
performing a thematic analysis [15] on the data. Three researchers independently coded the written responses.
Then, the coding schemes were discussed until a consensus was reached on the overall themes and sub-themes
(Figure 3). The major themes were focused on whether participants learned something from being a part of the
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Fig. 2. The percentage of participants whose PSQI score
changed in each direction per condition. The PSQI scores of
the no-recommendations condition worsened the most.

Fig. 3. Three of the authors performed a thematic analysis
on the final survey data, which resulted in a few major
themes discussed in the Qualitative Findings section.

study, whether they thought the recommendations were helpful, and their main reasons for following or not
following the recommendations. The participants who adhered to the recommendations the most were the ones
that increased their sleep time the most.
While the quantitative data analysis focused only on the participants who followed the recommendations for at
least one day, the qualitative analysis also explored the answers of those who did not follow the recommendations
at all to gain a deeper understanding of why participants chose to follow or not follow the suggestions. Due
to the qualitative nature of the data, we did not seek measurable differences between the groups, so here
we describe findings from both conditions—the most helpful aspects of the recommendations as well as the
aspects that need further improvement. We include some nuances of the participants’ experiences to highlight the
complexity of adhering to recommendations. We further elaborate on these findings in the context of cohort-based
recommendations in Section 7.

6.1

Helpful Aspects of the Recommendations

Similar to previous studies such as ShutEye [12] and SleepTight [22], we found sleep-tracking systems: (1) serve
as reminders for well-known healthy sleep behaviors and increase people’s awareness about their current sleep
habits, and (2) help users identify patterns in the effects of various behaviors on their sleep. However, we also
identified a type of self-reflection insight due to cohort formation: participants in our study were comparing
themselves to the ‘people’ mentioned in the text of the recommendations.
6.1.1 Increasing Consciousness about Current Sleep Habits. The most common reason for following the recommendation, reported by five participants, was that it was already something that they were trying to do but the
study increased their attention and adherence to it. Thus, it was “a good reminder of what to do even though I
have heard the recommendation before,” as one participant put it.
Five other participants’ reason for following the recommendations was that sleep was important to them and
they wanted to try the suggested behavior change to see if it would “make a difference.” However, receiving the
extra nudge from the study was what triggered the increase in “attention and focus,” as P9 pointed out. Overall,
participants found the recommendation helpful because it made them more conscious about their current sleep
habits in general, which is a common finding to previous sleep studies such as ShutEye [12] and SleepCoacher [27].
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P29, who received a cohort-based recommendation, said that “I consciously stepped away from screens before
bedtime and started doing meditation to relax.” P7, who received a cohort-based recommendation for consistency,
pointed out that it made him “more conscious about getting sleep—trying to adjust my bedtime."
6.1.2 Emphasizing Impact of Various Factors on Sleep. On the one hand, two participants distinctly noticed that
they slept better when they were following the recommendations. P11, for example, said that “I found that if I
did go to bed as suggested, I felt more rested on the next day and getting up was easier.” On the other hand, some
also inferred causal effects about interferences to sleep, such as P15, who received a general recommendation
about consistency, actually learned that “temperature fluctuation definitely affected my sleep.” Another participant
P9, whose recommendation was to wind down before bed, noticed that “meditating makes a huge difference, but
little else seems to.” Overall, five participants specifically pointed out that their sleep habits were “wrong” and
should do something to change that, which matches the “trend” reflection type from Choe et al. [23]. P21, for
example, found that “I lack a lot of sleep, and need to to go bed earlier.” Thus, participants noticed patterns in how
the recommendations affected their sleep.
6.1.3 Using Social Comparison as Behavior Change Motivation. The recommendations stated statistics about
other people, which led some participants to compare themselves to them. Thus, some participants found out
that they were not doing so well compared to others. P33 had gained Choe et al.’s “comparison” type insight [23]
that “I am getting less sleep than the body of users I am being compared against.” We consider implications of this
finding in Section 7.

6.2

Lessons Learned About the Shortcomings of the Recommendations

In this section, we identify aspects of the recommendations that detracted participants from following them
every day. We address possible suggestions on how to mediate those issues in the context of cohort-based
recommendations in the Discussion section.
6.2.1 Prior Commitments Made It Difficult to Fit the Recommendation in Daily Schedule. The most common
reason for not following the suggestion, reported by 12 of the participants, was because it was too difficult
to adjust their schedules. 9 of them followed it only three times or less per week. They had social and work
commitments that prevented them from going to bed early enough to get more sleep or from waking up later.
Unfortunately, according to sleep literature [4], a consistent bedtime and waketime schedule will have the best
effects only when followed every day, including on weekends.
An interesting insight came from P7, who was recommended to keep a consistent wake time. He reported
that he needs to “get up by a certain time in order to take the children to school,” and that his children’s schedule
“is not flexible, so suggesting I sleep later was not helpful.” This adds nuance to his earlier comment that the
recommendation was helpful because it made him adjust his bedtime. We explore implications in the Discussion
section, but it is important to point out that a good sleep recommender should be able to take such constraints
into account before giving recommendations.
Even without having to adjust their bed and wake schedule, some participants pointed out that it was difficult
to fit the recommended action into their routine. P1, for example, was recommended to exercise 3 times a week,
but only did so once a week because “that is as much exercise as I am able to put on my schedule.”
6.2.2 The Perceived Effect of the Recommendation Did Not Match the Required Effort. Three participants pointed
out that they did not follow the recommendation because the burden of adhering to it outweighed its benefits. P4
said that “it’s hard to adjust the schedule – the impact is moderate compared to other factors.” P12 further reported
that it was “not very useful, it was a difference of 10 minutes in my sleep.” Three participants, including P13, pointed
out that the recommendation was “not specific enough," so it did not entice them to adhere to it.
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6.2.3 The Recommendation Did Not Seem Trustworthy nor Encouraging. Three participants expressed mistrust in
the recommendation, caused by one of the following: (1) they doubted it was based on the correct metric, (2) the
phrasing was unconvincing, or (3) it did not match their preconceptions about what good sleep, in particular,
about amount of sleep. P18 pointed out that she thought the time to fall asleep was not measured properly. P14,
who received a cohort-based recommendation for sleep duration, actually pointed out that “it didn’t seem like
a real person looked at that statement." P10 received a similar recommendation, but was disappointed because
“there wasn’t any encouragement like FitBit to actually try to change my sleep." P27, on the other hand, did not
trust the recommendation because the suggested hours of sleep seemed inaccurate. She strongly believed that
“people need 7.5 hours of sleep,” so it did not seem logical that the recommendation was for a different amount.
6.2.4 The Recommendation Was Not Novel or Was Not Related to What They Wanted to Improve. In contrast to the
participants from Section 6.1.1. who were inspired to follow the recommendation specifically because they had
seen it before and were thus enticed to finally try it, other participants expressed their disappointment that they
did not learn anything new from the recommendation, and that is why they did not adhere to it. Two participants
from the recommendations conditions reported that they had been tracking their sleep for a while previously, so
they were already aware of what affects their sleep. P6, for example, said “I’ve been tracking my sleep for the last
few years so not much was new here.”
Participants reported insights about observations that confirmed previous knowledge about themselves. P3
was recommended to keep a consistent sleep schedule to which he replied that “I guess I already knew it, but it
was nice to see the data,” whereas another participant said that “I confirmed I don’t sleep enough.” This insight adds
nuance to the reasons why people are not improving their sleep: even when participants acknowledge the helpful
things they can and should be doing to have proper sleep hygiene, they are still not necessarily following them.
Alternatively, two participants did not find the recommendation helpful because they were hoping to improve
a different aspect of their sleep that they were having trouble with. P20, for example, who was recommended
to wind down before bed said that “I have trouble staying asleep and getting quality sleep, and I have no trouble
falling asleep. The recommendation was too generic and doesn’t actually apply to my sleeping habits.”
6.2.5 The Recommendation Did Not Lead to Immediate Improvement. Finally, two participants pointed out that
they did not think the recommendation was helpful because they felt better on the days that they did not follow
it. Specifically, both of those participants were referring to the fact that they would rather wake up naturally than
use an alarm clock for a preset wake up time. Furthermore, another participant pointed out that“the exercise
does affect sleep but other things could affect it way more." This quote also represents similar feedback from 3
other participants who did not think that what the recommendation was suggesting to change was really the
cause of their sleep issues.

7

DISCUSSION

Our 4-week study leverages a rich real-world dataset and builds on existing collaborative-filtering frameworks to
provide sleep recommendations based on a similar cohort of users. As such, our work identifies limitations of
these techniques that surface when participants are asked to adhere to the recommendations in real life. In this
section, we discuss some design hypotheses that might overcome these limitations, as well as their implications
for future studies that evaluate how cohort-based recommendations in the health space could improved. Based
on the complexities our participants identified, we also discuss the need for incorporating various personal
constraints and for phrasing the recommendations in an appropriate way. Our work can be used as a basic
framework for future work, which could also search for more effective phrasings of the recommendations.
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7.1

Selecting a Cohort of Similar Users

Collaborative filtering recommender systems use a variety of algorithms to recommend items to a user that
other similar users have liked [49]. As in our approach, the similar users are clustered together based on relevant
attributes. Usually, that means that for each user, a set of nearest neighbors is found with whose past ratings there
is the strongest correlation [9]. However, while those recommender systems are based on what other users have
liked, our method is based on what other users with better sleep quality have done. We chose to base cohorts on
the simple model of demographic information (BMI and gender), self-perceived sleep quality, and self-reported
exercise level. While our approach used only a nearest neighbors classifier, previous studies have shown that
clustering can be added as a pre-processing step to increase efficiency[68].
Below, we discuss four more complex ways for generating the cohorts based on our findings: (1) ask users for
their constraints and base the cohort on users with similar constraints, (2) ask users about what activities they
engage in or are interested in trying, (3) let the users select what they want their cohorts to be based on, and (4)
provide more details about who the other people in their cohort are.
As stated in Section 6.2.1, twelve of the twenty-four participants who received any kind of recommendation
brought up the issue that the suggested behavior change was not attainable due to constraints in their schedule.
Nevertheless, a part of them attempted to incorporate it in their lives as much as possible. The participants who
followed their recommendations the most were the ones that improved their sleep the most. However, for the
majority of participants, the suggestion was not actionable enough, so they did not follow it or benefit from
it. Therefore, based on the qualitative findings from our study, the main deterrent to improving sleep was the
practicality of the recommendations. Thus, in this section, we focus on ways we can improve the framework to
generate actionable and impactful recommendations, inspired by social and behavioral theory.
To provide more actionable recommendations, a future system can ask the user for what limitations already
exist in their daily routine and build a cohort based on people with similar restrictions. Furthermore, the system
could also ask users for what activities (e.g., exercise and relaxation) they engage in to build on existing habits,
rather than attempt to introduce a completely new one. That way, the cohorts would be based more realistically
on people whose daily lives include similar opportunities for improvement and challenges. Finally, the system
can also ask the user what they want to improve to make sure it finds a cohort that worked towards a similar
goal, addressing participant’s feedback from Section 6.2.4.
A further implication, brought up by two participants, is to let users select what they want their cohorts to be
based on: while some might rather to just focus on their gender and age group, others might pick people with
similar occupations, schedules, fitness activities, dependents, or lifestyles. This might increase their trust in the
recommendation, and make sure that their cohorts are people they consider similar to themselves.
Additionally, while the “people like you” in recommender systems like Netflix are usually hidden [69], we
found that participants in our study generally wanted to know more about who those people are. Therefore,
perhaps in the health domain the framework for cohort-based recommendations needs to provide details about
how the cohort of nearest neighbors is similar to the given user. It is important to be able to balance a sense of
cohesion in a cohort while preserving individual privacy.
Selecting the right cohort that the user identifies with is critical for inspiring behavior change. According to
social cognitive theory [10], self-efficacy is the belief in one’s ability to perform certain behaviors in a given
context, and that they will have an effect on one’s life. We can use this notion to show users that people with
similar life constraints and schedules are still changing their behavior in some way and improving their sleep.
This could potentially motivate the user to also implement the changes and, in turn, increase their self-efficacy.
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7.2

Phrasing of the Cohort-Based Recommendations

Since the only recommendations in sleep research studies so far have been either based just on the individual
user [27] or on the general sleep hygiene guidelines, there was no clear direction on how to phrase the cohort-based
recommendations. We chose to frame the recommendations as general advice, followed by specific averages for the
cohort and the individual user. While the focus in this study was not on how to best phrase the recommendations,
participants provided us with valuable feedback on how to improve them in the future. Below, we focus on
six main improvements based on our findings: (1) increase trustworthiness of the recommendation, (2) include
information about how helpful and worthy this recommendation is, incorporating statistics from people in the
cohort who have attempted it previously, (3) start with small actionable steps, (4) explore less known sleep
recommendations to introduce novelty, (5) phrase them differently for collectivist vs individualist societies, and
(6) be clear about how the cohort is similar to user.
The trustworthiness of the recommendation was brought up in a few ways from different participants in
Section 6.2.3. One important tension that we identified was between general sleep hygiene guidelines and
personalize recommendations. For example, P27 strongly believed in the general advice that “people need 7.5
hours of sleep," so when she received her specific cohort-based recommendations for a different amount, she
deemed it untrustworthy. Thus, the discrepancy between the well-known tips and the new recommendations
causes skepticism. One way to mitigate that would be to include the source of the suggestion, as discussed in
ShutEye [12]. Similarly, cohort-based recommendations might benefit from including short snippets with facts
from sleep literature, presented in layman’s terms to educate the participant.
Furthermore, recommendations might be more trustworthy if it is obvious that they helped similar users. As
illustrated in Section 6.2.2, participants have a preconception of what is considered an impactful and worthy
outcome for which to change their behavior. Five participants reported that they ignored the recommendations
because they considered them unworthy of the effort required for the behavior change. Further research is needed
to identify where that boundary lies. The trustworthiness of the recommendations can be increased by being
more transparent about how each metric is calculated. This is also related to participants’ desire for more specific
details. However, this brings up another interesting tension: what is the right balance between including all the
details that we have to make the recommendation believable and at the same time making sure the user is not
being overloaded with information.
The third improvement we suggest is grounded in behavior change literature: the phrasing of the intervention
affects the way the patient understands it [52]. The Nudge Theory, for example, emphasizes that the intervention
must be simple and easy to follow, such as presenting fruit at an eye level and fried chips on a top shelf [59].
Similarly, the recommendations in the domain of health have to be as clear as possible. According to Fogg’s Tiny
Habits, in addition to being clear, they also need to start with the smallest actionable step possible [5]. Exercise
seems to be the most difficult recommendation to follow, as it involves introducing a new habit in the cases when
participants do not usually workout. The participants in our study that improved their sleep the most were the
ones that followed their recommendation most often. This leads to an interesting question of whether following
the recommendation on just a few nights leads to enough of an effect and if the frequency can potentially be
built up from there. If it is not enough, then the question is whether the behavior change is worth pursuing at all.
Section 6.1.1 described that participants liked receiving recommendations because they served as a reminder
of a health behavior they already knew they should be engaging in. It is not surprising that participants were
already aware of these suggestions since we specifically chose recommendations that were part of the general
sleep hygiene guidelines. However, not all general guidelines will work for everyone, so another improvement
in could be to explore whether less well-known guidelines based on the specific behaviors of the cohort are
appealing enough to be followed.
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An interesting study by Cialdini et al. assessed the impact of two social influence principles: 1) commitment/consistency and 2) social proof on participants’ decisions. They found Americans and Poles are impacted
differently by the two principles, with Americans being more impacted by the commitment/consistency principle [24]. This discrepancy implies that behavior change recommendations might need to be phrased differently
according to the user’s background. Specifically, cohort-based recommendations that rely on parallels between
the individual and other similar users might be most effective in collectivist societies.
Lastly, based on participant feedback, the recommendations would also be more dependable if they knew how
the other people in their cohort were similar to them (as described in Section 7.1).

7.3

Social Comparison and Interaction

According to the theory of social comparison, people compare themselves to others with similar opinions or
abilities [29]. In the context of our study, this emphasizes the need of a participant to know who the other people
in their cohort are in order to know how closely related they are to them. Some participants in Section 6.1.3
specifically mentioned that they compared themselves to the cohort. Past applications such as Shakra [8] and
Houston [25] helped users compare their fitness data to that of their friends, but the cohorts in our study were
strictly strangers. Future work could explore whether cohorts based on people we know give a basis for better
sleep recommendations.
Previous research has shown that sharing fitness information with friends was helpful [8], that online social
networks may be effective in behavior change interventions [43], and that human interaction was successful in
promoting increased physical activity among middle-aged and elderly people [37]. The benefit of cohort-based
recommendations specifically are that participants can be following the same recommendations, or can even be a
part of the same larger cohort for further support. Additionally, users might benefit from being able to interact
with their cohort: both for giving reminders to each other and for inspiration for behavior change.

7.4

Improving the Recommendation Generation

In this study, we used an algorithm to generate recommendations based on nearest neighbors, and we identified
design hypotheses about what could potentially improve the overall framework. One suggested change is to use
only recently generated data from current active users. In the case that such information is not available, we could
also use a similar time frame and location from previous years. This could ensure similar weather trends to give
more accurate recommendations as seasonal variations can have great impact on people’s sleep. Another possible
improvement is to adjust the number of nearest neighbors. We picked a number to match studies conducted
without access to such a large dataset, but future studies can explore the effect of a cohort size.
Finally, since two participants in Section 6.2.4 received a recommendation for a variable different from what
they were hoping for, future systems could ask users what they would like to focus on and provide intervention
suggestions specifically for that variable. This design hypothesis is in agreement with goal-setting theory [42],
according improvement is highest when the user sets the goals. Thus, the system could identify the people in this
user’s cohort that are doing better on the target variable, and suggest a recommendation based on what they are
doing differently from the user.

7.5

Limitations

The results of this work are limited by the population demographics. All participants were employees of one
technology company, and while they were from diverse occupations, most were software engineers, and the
gender distribution was not balanced. Furthermore, the month-long study was conducted during the spring,
which is generally considered a transition period when children are on break or people travel for vacation.
However, the goal of the study was to evaluate the effect of the cohort-based recommendations and to explore
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people’s reaction to them, so we still gained valuable insights. Further work can focus on applying these methods
to a broader population. Given the restrictions of this study, another limitation is that the sample is already
somewhat biased, as they all owned an MS Band previously and are thus already conscious or interested in
tracking their health. Even with this limitation of a specific population from the technology sector, however, the
study was designed to evaluate the effectiveness of cohort-based recommendations compared to general ones.

8

CONCLUSION

We presented the findings of a four-week study that explored the effectiveness of cohort-based sleep recommendations. To evaluate the effects of these recommendations, we compared the sleep quality of participants in three
conditions who either received: (1) no recommendation, (2) a general recommendation, or (3) a cohort-based
recommendation. From this exploratory study, we learned that participants’ sleep time increased by 16 minutes
(4.2%) on average when they received cohort-based recommendations, whereas it increased by less than one
minute (0.18%) on average for participants who received general ones. Based on the participant feedback in
both recommendation conditions, we identified and discussed design hypotheses that can be tested in future
cohort-based sleep recommender systems. We found that users preferred to be given more control over the
selection of their cohorts, and wished that the recommender system considered their constraints related to
their occupation, schedule, and lifestyle. Our work adds to the growing body of knowledge on how to make the
recommendations more trustworthy, and how to incorporate social comparison to make them more engaging.
This study opens a new direction of investigation of what happens when sleepers are put into cohorts, to try and
sleep better together.
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